
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COUNCIL 
 
 

AGENDA ITEM: 6.M 
 

DATE: November 15, 2007 
 

****************************************************************************** 
 
SUBJECT:  Implementation of the Desire2Learn Learning Management Systems 
 

Dr. Erika Tallman has provided the attached information as an update for AAC.  
Members should review these materials and be prepared to raise any issues or concerns being 
voiced on the campuses.   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
****************************************************************************** 

RECOMMENDED ACTION 
  

 Discussion. 
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D2L PROJECT UPDATE for AAC 
November 7, 2007 

Prepared by Erika Tallman and Carla Reihe 
 
 
Accomplishments: 

• System-wide D2L Committees and Campus Implementation Teams Appointed and 
Working:  Three system level committees have been established, each with campus 
representation – Steering, Academic and Technical (see September D2L Newsletter for 
membership.) These system committees advise the project directors and discuss and vote on all 
system-wide decisions related to D2L. These consensus decisions are forwarded by the project 
directors as recommendations to AAC and TAC for final approval and adoption. Members of 
these committees chair the Campus Implementation Teams that are responsible for training all 
campus personnel and converting all WebCT courses to D2L by the established deadlines. 
Campus Implementation Teams are composed of technical staff, faculty, tech fellows and 
students. 

• Project Timeline Developed and Approved by Campus Reps: Campus representatives on the 
system committees have developed a project timeline that will allow the system to cease using 
WebCT by July 1, 2008, when the current campus contracts expire. Major milestones for the SD 
D2L project are listed in the September D2L Newsletter. The first semester in which all online 
course materials will use D2L will be 2008 first summer session.  

• Agreements Reached on Major D2L Software Configurations:   
o Software is implemented as a one organization structure so users will have a single log on 

and password to access all of their D2L courses; 
o Standard D2L Home Page displays a system banner with standard navigation bars, 

buttons and widgets; 
o Each user will see all of his/her courses on the D2L Home Page listed alphabetically by 

university; 
o Course navigation shells have standardized navigation bars, buttons and widgets, but are 

branded with the logo and colors of the university offering the course; 
o Naming conventions for users, courses and departments conform to Colleague 

requirements so that automated integration between D2L and Colleague can be 
established. 

• Communication Plan Developed and Operational 
o D2L e-mail groups for each system-wide committee are listed in global address book 
o D2L Committees meet by conference call as needed 
o Periodic Newsletters are disseminated electronically to all campuses 
o Project director reports to BOR, AAC and TAC (both verbally and in written reports) 
o Campus visits by project directors took place as part of project kick off 
o D2L leaders, tech staff and pilot faculty have been given access to D2L website where 

official D2L documents and training materials are available; 
o SD D2L Project Website established and maintained by Carla Reihe 

http://www.sdbor.edu/administration/information_technology/projects/d2l/index.htm 

• Project Directors Visited Campuses: In early October Carla Reihe, Terry Hupp and Erika 
Tallman visited campuses to explain the project and to gather input from campus constituencies. 
Suggestions from these meetings were used to modify the SD D2L Home Page and Standard 
Course Navigation Shell. 
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• Training Has Begun: In late October three training sessions were held for members of the D2L 
system committees and selected faculty leaders from each campus. Each of these sessions, two in 
Sioux Falls and one in Rapid City, covered both administrative and instructional aspects of the 
Desire2Learn software. A total of 36 campus personnel, representing all six institutions, 
participated in these sessions. 

• Pilot Project Participants Selected: In January 2008 selected faculty will use D2L software to 
post online course materials and deliver courses by distance. This pilot project will involve 
courses with features that will allow us to test all aspects of the D2L software. Faculty and 
courses that have been selected for the spring pilot project are listed in the November SD D2L 
Newsletter. 

• 15 Recommendations Unanimously Approved and Submitted to AAC/TAC for Adoption: 
The work that has been accomplished over the past two months by the D2L system committees 
has yielded 15 major recommendations for review and adoption by AAC and TAC. These 15 
recommendations reflect unanimous agreements among D2L project representatives from all six 
campuses. They include two substantial accomplishments - a standardized system-branded D2L 
home page for all SD users and standardized course navigation shells for all SD D2L courses. 

 
 
Activities Currently Underway for November/December: 

• Campus personnel are practicing with the software to improve their skills; 
• Tech staff are beginning to develop training materials – these will be posted on the SD D2L 

website so they can be shared among the campuses; 
• Pilot course faculty are being trained on each campus; 
• Carla Reihe is configuring the D2L Test site so that it is ready for pilot courses to be uploaded; 
• Instructions for course naming conventions, pathway configurations, and uploading procedures 

are being developed and will be distributed to campus tech staff this week; 
• Pilot courses will be uploaded into the D2L Test site during the week of Nov. 15. 
• Pilot faculty and tech staff will edit the D2L version of their courses and test them in November 

and December; 
• Once we have verification that the pilot courses are functioning properly, RIS personnel will 

work with D2L personnel to transfer the courses from the D2L Test site to the D2L Production 
site from which the courses will be taught; 

• In January students will be manually loaded into the pilot courses 
• D2L Pilot Courses go live in mid January. 

 
 
Major Outstanding Challenges 

• Pilot project implementation to verify the following: 
• successful conversion of courses into D2L with the appropriate standard navigation shell 
• successful functioning of the courses in D2L 
• the amount and type of training needed for faculty to effectively edit courses and 

successfully teach with courses 
• Automated Process for Inserting standard course navigation shell into courses: The D2L 

training revealed that the process of imposing a standard navigation shell on each course will be 
time consuming and complicated. To streamline the process and to eliminate the possibility of 
potentially disruptive user errors, we have contracted with D2L to make a widget that will 
implement the standard navigation shell on courses automatically. This widget should be 
completed by mid November and will be used to insert the correct navigation shell on each course 
automatically as it is converted into D2L format. 
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• Developing Campus Implementation Plans – Deadline Dec. 3: Campus Implementation Teams 
have been asked to develop plans for training all campus personnel and converting all WebCT 
courses to D2L. The plans must prepare the campus to go live with D2L beginning first summer 
session 2008, with full capacity implementation beginning Fall 2008. These plans should be 
developed in collaboration with campus faculty, staff and administrators and be approved by the 
university VPAA and VPFA before being submitted to the D2L project directors on Dec. 3.  

• Converting all WebCT courses to D2L using bulk course conversion procedures 
• Training of all campus personnel who will be using D2L 
• Integration of D2L with Colleague Student Information System – Integration between D2L 

and Colleague will allow for automated uploading of class lists into online courses and the 
automated downloading of grades into Web Advisor. We have contracted with D2L to complete 
this integration project by March 1, 2008, so that the systems can be tested and ready to be used 
live for the first summer session 2008. 

• Full Capacity Usage – Fall 2008 –  The 2008 spring pilot project, the summer usage and other 
software testing will not allow us to test the system under full capacity usage. We will not know 
for sure whether we can teach large numbers of courses serving large numbers of students in a 
timely fashion until we go live with all courses in Fall 2008. Because D2L software is being 
hosted centrally on D2L servers in Canada, we can only guess on the impact on our networks. 
There are two major things that we need to monitor:  

• Security Settings: First we have imposed the maximum security settings (full encryption 
of all D2L traffic over the Internet). This level of security, although desirable, may slow 
the access to course materials. If the slowness becomes a problem then we may have to 
compromise a bit on security. 

• Bandwidth Usage: The network administrators will investigate bandwidth needs by 
conferring with D2L administrators and conferring with network administrators from 
other states that are having their courses centrally hosted by D2L. Hopefully through 
these steps we will have sufficient bandwidth to support the WAN traffic created by 
students and faculty accessing course materials. However, we will not know for sure until 
we go live in Fall 2008. there are some prudent steps that campus administrators should 
consider to minimize the risk: 

 Increase bandwidth prior to Fall 2008 so that your campus has substantial 
capacity – you can always reduce bandwidth if you have over estimated your 
need. 

 Monitor bandwidth usage closely in summer and fall 2008 – especially at 
peak need times – testing, data transferal, etc. 

 Set up agreements with Otto Doll so that extra bandwidth can be added 
quickly if problems arise. 
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D2L Project Recommendations for Approval 
to AAC/TAC  

 
The 15 recommendations listed below have been developed and approved unanimously by 
the SD D2L Steering Committee and project directors. 
 

1. Recommendation 1: Approve the D2L SD Home Page as shown in D2L Test Site 
(see banner above): The system-branded home page has been reviewed and 
approved by the Steering Committee, D2L system committee representatives and 
attendees at October campus visit meetings. The banner represents all BOR 
institutions and will list all BOR courses in which a user is enrolled. 
• Explanation: This version reflects modifications based on comments from 

meetings at all campuses and from D2L system-wide committee representatives. 
The courses in which a user is enrolled will be displayed alphabetically by 
university. If the user is enrolled in courses from only one university, then that 
university alone will be displayed; if courses come from three universities, then 
all three will be displayed alphabetically, etc.  

 
2. Recommendation 12:  The D2L MyHomePage only will list courses the user is 

enrolled in. These courses will be arranged alphabetically by university and the 
default setting will be “expanded” (both university and course names will be 
visible.) 
• Explanation:  The default setting is for the courses to be minimized.  In our case, 

with all universities listed for the courses the students are enrolled in, the default 
was changed so that all courses would be visible to the student upon logging in. 

 
3. Recommendation 2: Approve the University-branded Standard Navigation 

Shells as shown in the SD D2L November Newsletter (USD version is attached 
below). 
• Explanation: The navigation shells are branded with university logos and colors. 

These have been developed and copyrighted by the universities and provided by 
the campus’ university relations departments. The buttons on the navigation bars 
and the widgets are all standard and will appear in the same locations for all BOR 
courses. Faculty may add additional buttons and widgets but they may not modify 
or remove the standard ones nor change the color scheme of the page. The 
navigation shell was showcased on the campuses and this version reflects changes 
made as a result of campus input. 
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4. Recommendation 3: Approve the 15 D2L Roles with tentatively established 
permissions as listed below and as they currently operate in the D2L Test Site. 
• Access to the D2L courses is controlled through the establishment of roles, each 

of which carries unique permissions. To accommodate the needs of the SD BOR 
system, 15 roles and related permissions have been established. These decisions 
were made by the attendees at the Pre-training Workshop in Pierre on Oct. 17 & 
18 and were reviewed and approved by members of the D2L Steering Committee, 
Academic Committee and Technical Committee. The 15 roles are as follows: 

a. Central Administrator 
b. University Administrator, non cascading 
c. University Administrator, cascading 
d. Help Desk Manager 
e. Help Desk Support 
f. Tech Fellow 
g. Instructor 
h. Department Head 
i. Teaching Assistant 
j. University Student 
k. University Student, incomplete 
l. K-12 Student 
m. Guest Observer 
n. Guest Presenter 
o. QA Reviewer (Quality Assurance Reviewer for EUC processes) 
 

5. Recommendation 4: Negotiate a BOR system-wide contract for Respondus 
Browser Lockdown software. The Steering Committee will make its final 
recommendation once the cost is known. 
• Explanation: Currently a couple of the campuses use this software and believe 

that it is vital to ensure the integrity of online testing. D2L consultants advised us 
that, because of our one org structure, the campuses had to agree to all use this 
software or decide not to use this software. SDSU currently spends about $2,000 
per year for this software. The campus representatives have decided that this 
software should be purchased at the system level and be available for use by 
faculty at all campuses as long as the cost is minimal. The Steering Committee 
would like to delay final approval until the BOR has negotiated a price for the 
system. 

 
6. Recommendation 5: Approve the department naming conventions for D2L as 

developed by the steering committee in consultation with D2L reps.  
• Explanation: The proposed naming convention for academic departments within 

D2L uses Colleague department abbreviations preceded by university initials (i.e. 
SDSUBIOL). This system will ensure that courses within our one org D2L 
structure can be sorted correctly and easily located by campus D2L 
administrators.   
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7. Recommendation 6: Approve all initial system-wide software settings as set by 
the D2L Steering Committee and campus representatives, and establish a 
standing committee with both academic and technical representatives from each 
campus to oversee long term management of the D2L organizational structure 
and system settings. 
• Explanation: Because D2L software is implemented as one organization for all 

six campuses, many settings must be standard for all users across the system. 
These initial system settings have been established and agreed upon by the 
campus representatives during the meeting in Pierre on Oct. 17 & 18. They also 
have been sent to the D2L system-wide committees for review. While we think 
that these settings are the most appropriate for efficient and effective functioning 
of the software, we are sure that changes will be needed in the future as faculty 
and staff members become more familiar with the software. The establishment of 
a system committee will ensure that no changes will be made to the system 
without consultation among the campuses. 

 
8. Recommendation 7: All traffic through D2L will be encrypted. 

• Explanation: This full SSL setting will ensure maximum security for our users, 
but it may slow traffic a bit. If traffic speed becomes a problem we may have to 
revisit this decision. 

 
9. Recommendation 8: Only a Central Administrator (at RIS or BOR) will have 

power to create or edit roles and related permissions. 
• Explanation: The 15 designated roles and related permissions have been 

established through collaborative agreement among the campuses. Therefore no 
campus administrator should be able to change these settings, which affect roles 
throughout the SD D2L organizational structure, without a system-wide review 
and approval. 

 
10. Recommendation 9:  Desire2Learn usernames will be the same as WebAdvisor 

usernames. 
• Explanation:  In an effort to support Single ID Management, the WebAdvisor 

username and Desire2Learn username will be the same. This naming convention 
is especially important for integration of D2L with Colleague. 

 
11. Recommendation 10:  The Course Offering naming convention in D2L will 

correlate with the course section naming convention in Colleague.  For example, 
 95347 2008SP HDFS 347 S01 Human Dev&Pers III-Adulthood 

• Explanation:  The course offering code and name will be used to correlate the 
course offering in Desire2Learn with the course section in Colleague.  With six 
universities in the system, a naming convention was established to help foster 
uniformity. Also, adhering to this naming convention will be necessary for 
integration between D2L and Colleague. 
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12. Recommendation 11:  Course Mail – internal mail within D2L was selected. 

• Explanation:  Desire2Learn has three options for e-mail; Send only; Course Mail 
& Full e-mail.  Course Mail will best support the needs of the faculty/students as 
it will allow for communication within Desire2Learn. Additionally, because there 
was not a consensus among instructors about using the D2L email feature, the 
course mail button will be an optional one, not part of the standard nav shell. 

 
13. Recommendation 13:  Approve the configuration standards for the system that 

were agreed upon at the Kick Off meeting in Pierre. 
Configuration Decisions 
• Dropbox – default is unrestricted  (leave as is) 
• Locker_Max_Filesize – 5 meg 
• Locker_Max_Total_Filesize – 15 meg 
• MaxAttachmentSize – 1 meg 
• MaxMessageSize – 1.1 meg 
• StorageSpace – default is unrestricted 
• UserHomePage_Max_Filesize – default is unrestricted 
• UserHomePages_Max_Total_Filesize – default is unrestricted 
• Explanation:  After consulting with Desire2Learn and with the universities 

attending the Kick Off Meeting, the defaults listed above were determined to be a 
starting point for the system.  

 
14. Recommendation 14: Departments and Master Course Set Up in the Production 

Environment should be done by RIS personnel. 
• Explanation: In order to facilitate integration with Colleague, the departments 

and master course shells in D2L must rigidly adhere to the established naming 
conventions and pathways. Having a limited number of people at RIS accomplish 
these tasks will help to eliminate errors and inconsistencies that would cause the 
project significant problems. Once these settings/features have been created the 
production environment would be opened up to campus users. 

15. Recommendation 15: All SD D2L Courses should be delivered in Central Time 
as the initial set up. The Steering Committee requests that a work order be 
submitted to D2L for a software modification that will allow each university 
eventually to have its own time zone setting. 
• Explanation: Because we are implementing D2L as a one organization structure, 

we can only have one time zone setting for the organization. Because the state 
government and the majority of the institutions use Central Time, Central Time 
has been selected as the official time zone for all courses from all universities. 
Because this will cause some confusion for students taking courses from BHSU 
and Mines, the Steering Committee recommends that a work order be submitted 
to D2L to modify the software so that each university can set their courses for the 
time zone in which they reside. 
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USD  Example; Courses will carry logo and colors of the university offering the course. 
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D2L Test and Production Sites 
Are Established 
 

D2L has configured two server sites for the South Dakota 
project. The D2L Test site was ready for the late October 
training sessions and will continue to be used by the tech staff 
and pilot project faculty in November. From December through 
summer 2008, the Test site will be the place where people can 
upload course materials and experiment with the D2L software. 
Fortunately anything of value that we create in D2L Test can be 
transferred to the production environment.(continued on p. 4) 

SD D2L Home Page and 
Course Navigation Shells Sent 
to AAC for Final Adoption. 
 

During visits to all campuses in October, Carla Reihe, Terry 
Hupp and Erika Tallman showcased the draft SD 
Desire2Learn home page and the university-branded course 
navigation shells. The SD D2L home page carries a BOR 
system banner (shown at the top of this newsletter) 
reflecting the scope of South Dakota’s unified system of 
public higher education. All courses in which the user is 
enrolled will be displayed on the home page, listed 
alphabetically by the university offering the course.  

 

The university-branded course navigation shells with their 
standard buttons and widgets were reviewed and discussed 
by participants at the campus meetings and by campus 
representatives at a workshop in Pierre on Oct. 17 & 18. As 
a result of the suggestions gathered at these meetings, 
several modifications to the six campus shells were made.  
These modified drafts have been approved by the D2L 
Steering Committee and have been submitted to the BOR 
Academic Affairs Council for official adoption. The USD 
version is shown on page 2. 
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Course Navigation Shell – USD Example: 
This version of the South Dakota BOR D2L navigation shell has been reviewed and approved by 
the D2L system-wide committees, which include representatives from all campuses. Standard 
features of the navigation shell will facilitate ease of use for students and will help courses meet 
Quality Matters Rubric standards. Please note that logos and colors will vary by the university 
offering the course. 
 
 USD  Example; Courses will carry logo and colors of the university offering the course. 
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D2L Pilot Courses and Faculty Announced: D2L will be used to deliver courses for the 
first time in South Dakota during spring semester 2008.  D2L Pilot Project participants have been 
approved by the campuses and are shown below in Table 1. People are encouraged to contact 
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these individuals during spring semester to learn about the features of D2L software and the 
progress of the D2L implementation process.  
 

Table 1: D2L 2008 Spring Semester Pilot Project Courses and Faculty 
Campus Course Faculty Course Category 
BHSU ENGL 101 Ronda Mehrer Online, converted course 
BHSU MATH 021 Stan Smith Online, converted course 
BHSU HIST 121 Kathleen Parrow Hybrid, converted course 
BHSU BADM 101 Don Altmyer Online, converted course 
BHSU BADM 360 Verona Beguin Online, converted course 
BHSU BADM 350 Susan Dana Online, converted course 
BHSU ED 703 Dorothy Fuller Online, converted course 
BHSU ELED 659 Michelle Hovland Online, new course 
BHSU SPED432/532 Lee Pearce Online, converted course 
BHSU SPED 413 Greg Cooch Online, converted course 
BHSU LIBM 408/508 Scott Ahola Online, converted course 
BHSU ECE 417/517 David Calhoon Online, converted course 
DSU INFS 815 Amit Deokar Online, converted course 
DSU CSC 206 Barb Meyer Online, converted course 
DSU LT 785 Bob Warren/Don Wiken Online, converted course 
DSU ENGL 480 Dan Weinstein Online, converted course 
DSU EDFN 475 Gabe Mydland Online, converted course 
DSU ENG 201 Justin Blessinger Online, converted course 
DSU CIS 251 Lynette Molstad Gorder Online, converted course 
DSU MCOM 409 Maureen Murphy Online, converted course 
DSU HIM 250 Joyce Havlik Online, converted course 
DSU EPSY330 Mark Geary Online, converted course 
DSU MATH 342 Rich Avery Online, converted course 
DSU CIS 350 Tom Farrell/Mark Moran Online, converted course 
DSU CIS 424 Wayne Pauli Online, converted course 
SDSMT ENGL 242 Judy Sneller Web assisted, new course 
SDSMT CHEM 344L Justin Meyer Web assisted, new course 
SDSMT IS 201 Frank Van Nuys Web assisted, converted course 
SDSMT MATH 125 Jill Trimble Web assisted, new course 
SDSMT ENGL 279 Sally Palmer Web assisted, converted course 
NSU BIOL 325 Susan Landon-Arnold Web assisted, converted course 
NSU PE 452 Camille Thomas Web assisted, converted course 
NSU AP Calculus Mary Cundy Videoconf/Web assisted, converted 
NSU LIBM 205 Gayle Bortnem Online-extension, converted 
NSU BIOL 363 Dan Tallman Online-extension, converted 
SDSU ENVM 225 Suzette Burckhard Web assisted, converted course 
SDSU N 626 Kay Foland Online, converted course 
SDSU ECON 330 Joe Santos Web assisted, converted course 
SDSU PHA 321 Teresa Seefeldt Web assisted, converted course 
SDSU EDER 711 Loye Romereim-Holmes Online, converted course 
SDSU ENG 379 Lynn Hublou Online, converted course 
SDSU SPCM 410/510 Jerry Jorgensen Online, converted course 
SDSU HDFS 347 Renee Oscarson Online, new course 
SDSU SPCM 101 Jason Kemnitz Online, converted course 
SDSU/UC PSYC 101 Rebecca Martin Online, converted course 
SDSU NFS 321 Sue Baumberger Online, converted course 
SDSU/UC BIOL 101 Lenertz, Kristin Online, converted course 
USD ACCT 523 Cherie Noteboom Online, converted course 
USD AHED 752 Karen Card Online, converted course 
USD ESCI 103 Kelly Dilliard Online, converted course 
USD NURS 285 Multiple instructors Online, converted course 
USD MUS 100 Eric Mosterd Online, converted course 
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 continued from page 1 

 The first courses to be transferred to the D2l production site 
will be the spring 2008 pilot courses from each campus. All 
teaching with D2L software will take place from the 
production environment, not the Test site. 

Table 2: STATUS OF PROJECT 
MILESTONES 

SD BOR System 
Banner for SD D2L 
Home Page 8/30/2007

done 

Appoint System 
Level D2L 
Committees 9/1/2007

done 

Kick Off Meeting 9/18/2007 done 
Appoint Campus 
Implementation 
Teams 9/20/2007

done 

Campus Teams 
enrolled in D2L 
Community site 9/28/2007

done 

Configure Org 
Structure 9/28/2007

done 

Deploy "Instance" 
Test Environment 9/28/2007

done 

State-level training 
schedule established 9/28/2007

done 

Campus Branding for 
their courses 10/1/2007

done 

First SD users in Test 
environment 10/8/2007

In 
progress 

Production Instance 
Deployed 10/12/2007

In 
progress 

Project Managers 
visit campuses to 
gather input  

10/17/2007to  
10/24/2007

done 

SD course 
navigational shells 
approved 11/8/2007

At AAC 
for 
adoption 

Progress report to 
BOR 10/19/2007

done 

Campus D2L  
Support contacts 
designated 10/24/2007

 
done 

Select Courses and 
Faculty for Spring 
2008 Pilot Proj. 10/24/2007

done 

SDBOR/Campus 
Support Structure 
approved 10/24/2007

In 
progress  

 
 Campus 

Implementation 
Teams trained 

10/24/2007 – 
10/31/2007

done 
 
 
 Pilot Course 

Conversion 11/9/2007
In 
progress  

 Train Campus Tech 
Support Staff & Tech 
Fellows 11/16/2007

 
 
 
 Train Spring D2L 

Pilot project Faculty  11/30/2007
 

 
 First D2L courses 

piloted  1/3/2008
  

 Single Sign On/ 
Automated 
integration with 
Colleague 3/1/2008

  
 
 
 All Summer Session 

Courses use D2L 6/1/2008
  

Course conversions 
complete 6/30/2008

 

WebCT servers shut 
down  7/1/2008

 

D2L goes live with 
all courses and all 
faculty  who use 
online materials 8/29/2008 

 

Campus Reps Agree on D2L 
Roles; System-wide D2L Oversight 
Committee Will Be Established   
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The Desire2Learn software requires the 
establishment of role categories, each of which is 
given unique permissions within the program. For 
example, the faculty role has permission to edit 
courses, while the student role does not. At the 
October 17 & 18 software configuration meeting 
in Pierre, campus representatives agreed on 15 
roles that will be included in the South Dakota 
implementation of D2L. Based on discussions at 
the meeting, D2L staff tentatively designated 
permissions for each role. These designations will 
affect users across the system. They easily can be 
changed, but only through collaborative agreement 
among the campuses. To oversee this process and 
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Learn More…..Get Involved 
The success of the D2L implementation will depend on the 
skills, ideas and efforts of many people. So, please get involved. 

We are working hard to make it easy for people to learn about 
the project and to be able to contribute their ideas. To learn 
more or to offer suggestions please contact your campus 
representatives shown below. 

 

Campus D2L System Committee Representatives 

BHSU Terry Hupp, Dorothy Fuller, Rajeev Bukralia 

DSU Haomin Wang, Lynette Molstad Gorder, Brent 
Van Aartsen, Barb Myers 

NSU Debbi Bumpous, Linda Gray 

SDSMT Judy Sneller, VJ Hedrick, Bradley O’Brien 

SDSU Renee Oscarson, Carey Kilmer, Shouhong 
Zhang, John Howard 

USD Laurie Becvar, Eric Mosterd, John Flack 

 

Checkout the SD D2L Project Website at: 

http://www.sdbor.edu/administration/information_te
chnology/projects/d2l/index.htm 

 
 
 

Send questions, comments and ideas to: 
Erika Tallman: Tallmane@northern.edu 

Carla Reihe:  ReiheC@sdbor.edu 

C A L E N D A R  O F  R E C E N T  A N D  
U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S  

D2L TRAINING – SIOUX FALLS 

DATE: OCTOBER 24-26, 2007  
Technical staff, trainers and selected faculty from NSU, 
SDSU and USD participated in this training. 

 

D2L TRAINING – RAPID CITY 

DATE:  OCTOBER 29-31, 2007 
Technical staff, trainers and selected faculty from BHSU 
and SDSMT participated in this training. 

 

D2L TRAINING – SIOUX FALLS 

DATE: OCTOBER 29-31, 2007  
Technical staff, trainers and selected faculty from DSU, 
NSU, SDSU and USD participated in this training. 

 

D2L TRAINING – BROOKINGS 

DATE: NOVEMBER 1 & 2, 2007  
Twelve faculty members from SDSU were trained on 
campus by a D2L trainer in preparation for the pilot 
project. 

 

CAMPUS IMPLEMENTATION PLAN DEADLINE 

DATE: DECEMBER 3, 2007  
An implementation plan for each campus with details 
about staff training and course conversion procedures 
must be developed by the campus implementation teams 
and approved by campus academic and financial 
administrators. The approved plans must be submitted to 
the D2L project administrators by December 3, 2007. 

 

PILOT COURSES TRANSFERRED TO PRODUCTION SITE 

DATE: DECEMBER TBA  
Once the pilot courses have been converted, tested and are 
ready for use, they will be transferred to the SD D2L 
production site. It is from the production site that the 
courses will be taught beginning in January 2008. 

 
 


	RECOMMENDED ACTION

